DevelopIntelligence Offers Java Training For
Newcomers And Experts
The Core Java training courses offered by DevelopIntelligence teach
new and existing programmers the many facets of Java.
BOULDER, CO, USA, July 24, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Knowing
Java is a pertinent skill in the modern working world and
DevelopIntelligence offers a variety of courses to teach the basic and
advanced aspects required to master Java.
Making a Newcomer an Expert
The Core Java Training is designed for anyone new to Java who are
trying to build their skills. The most basic course offered is the
Introduction to Java which teaches users how to a write stand-alone
Java application. Users can then move up to intermediate Core Java
Training courses such as Java for C# Programmers which is meant for
C# developers wanting to implement Java. The courses are taught in
different ways varying from hands on to workshops that are in-depth
and instructor-led to deliver the most relevant information.

DevelopIntelligence
provides customized on-site
software development
training.

The five Core Java Training Courses last four to five days so participants can move quickly to become
well-versed in software development. The Core Java Training will provide a solid foundation for Java
users by providing information and guidance on best-practices, creating a simple web server and
preparing students to take the Sun Certified Java Associate and Certified Java Programmer exams.
The Importance of Learning Java
Java is a computer programming language that is one of the most popular programming languages
worldwide. It was released by Sun Microsystems in 1995 and has three different versions: Java EE,
Java ME and Java SE. Java is important because it can run on various types of computers. It has
become an essential part of software developing and many companies require employees to be able
to write programs with Java. Many programs and websites do not work without Java, so it is
imperative to understand how to use it. Java is complex and takes an investment of time to learn, but
because of its popularity it’s vital to understand.
DevelopIntelligence
DevelopIntelligence provides comprehensive training on topics ranging from Apache to Ruby. It
features customizable learning tailored to each student’s needs. If a program does not fit a student,
DevelopIntelligence will design a new training course specifically for that student. DevelopIntelligence
strays away from the “one size fits all” mentality to deliver personalized learning. The training offered
is specific to students’ backgrounds, roles and learning styles. Instructors are knowledgeable about
the subjects and have experience in the field. The material provided is relevant to students’ projects
and environment. The range of courses that DevelopIntelligence provides is budget friendly so that

students can expand their knowledge without shrinking their wallet.
Founded in 2003, DevelopIntelligence focuses on providing personalized, relevant, and friendly
training experiences for today’s most in demand business software. Its highly qualified instructors go
beyond simply training end-users how to use software to informing them on how it can most efficiently
achieve the goals of a project or organization. DevelopIntellegence’s services are personalized to
meet a client’s specific needs, whether it is to train a team of programmers or prepare an entire
organization for a switch to the new industry standard.
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